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Why We Are Murrieta Valley Church 

Acts 28:30 – He (Paul) lived there (in Rome) two whole years at his own expense, and welcomed all 
who came to him, 31 proclaiming the kingdom of God and teaching about the Lord Jesus Christ with all 
boldness and without hindrance. 

Paul finally got a permanent location on the mission field. He made the best out of his situation. He 
recognized his mission field and put down roots and invested in it. He reached out to everyone who 
would listen and proclaimed the gospel with boldness and success.  
That is what I want for MVC. After a decade of being portable, meeting in 10 different locations (5 
weekend venues and 5 mid-week venues), I want to see MVC acquire a permanent location. So like Paul, 
people know where to find us, and where we can reach out to this valley and proclaim the kingdom of 
God and teaching about the Lord Jesus Christ. 
Today, I would like to share with you the current situation; status of MVC.  I will answer 3 
important questions: 

1. Vision: What has God called MVC to accomplish? 
2. Needs: What is a realistic assessment of our current situation with NAMB and this property? 
3. Strategy: What are our elders doing to position us to partner with NAMB?  What can you do? 

I. Vision: What has God called MVC to accomplish? 
Murrieta Valley Church is a gospel-driven church. Gospel = the “main thing” 

The Gospel… 

• Is good news, not good advice 
• Is absolute truth, not just facts open to personal interpretations 
• Tells us where we came from: from God 
• Tells us why we are here: to glorify God 
• Tells us why things went so wrong: the curse of sin, its bondage 
• Who put things right: Christ’s incarnation, substitution atonement, death defeating resurrection, 

and restoration of all things 
• Is news announcing that we have been rescued from sin and saved: by grace  
• Is news about what Jesus has done to put right our relationship with God: through faith 
• Creates life, new eternal, God-glorifying life in us 

The church is the manifestation of the power of the gospel in the world. 

The church began with Adam and Eve and has included all believers through the ages. MVC is rooted 
in history 

Through the ages the church has looked differently: 

• A redeemed couple starting over outside of Eden 
• A redeemed family starting as a new creation outside an ark. 
• Large people groups like Abraham’s lineage 
• The nation of Israel worshipping in the Temple 
• A powerful kingdom ruled by David & Solomon that blessed the world 
• Scattered people groups led by prophets proclaiming hope and judgment 
• Finally it has taken its New Covenant shape in Jesus Christ as God’s Covenant Family indwelt by 

the Holy Spirit as the living temple of God, globally expanding His glorious Kingdom, as New 
Creation is created in Christ Jesus. 

• We are a new humanity.  A new way of living that is actually the original way of living that the 
first two members were suppose to live, but is only successfully lived by Jesus and through 
Jesus. 
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Will the Church succeed? Jesus will succeed. The church has survived since the beginning of time. 
Surviving Noah’s flood, Egypt’s bondage, Babylon’s invasions, Nero’s persecution, Muslim attacks, 
heretical dark ages, liberal modern ages, and is surviving the extreme confusions of the postmodern era. 
Not just surviving but overcoming in victory. The final chapters of Revelation describe the optimistic 
eschatology of the church’s future. Whereas Genesis presents earth as a construction zone, Revelation 
describes the earth as a prospering metropolis the earth is finally free of sin’s curse and where all nations 
are worshipping God. 

This biblical worldview that is gospel-centered, creates the Vision for MVC. 
MVC’s worldview 

I believe that Jesus planted MVC in this valley to further the mission of God in the world by 
transforming this valley with the Gospel. The vast majority of the residents of this valley are not 
disciples of Jesus. About 80% do not go to any church and are not hearing the gospel. Most value what 
you value (marriage, family, work ethic, financial integrity) but they have a worldview that has confused 
their value system until it is unbalanced, unstable, and destined for failure. Sin has them in bondage and 
is killing them. They fled the urban rat race in San Diego and LA, hoping that a change of geography 
will save them. They sold their homes and bought here, hoping that our economy would change their 
legacy. They shopped for our award-winning school system, hoping that a good education would change 
their children’s future. Their parents divorced and were never around, so they came here to follow their 
children everywhere hoping that type of parenting is better. They do not know that the answer to their 
problem is not a change of location, wealth, or education cannot solve their problem.  Sin corrupts their 
new lifestyles, just as it did their old ones. Sin destroys the lives of children with active parents and 
much as it does the children of absent parents. 
MVC will bring these people the gospel so that they may be released from the bondage of sin so that 
they may live according to God’s Word and by the power of His Spirit. 
People live in this valley looking for stability in an unstable world.  But stability is only found in a life 
grounded in God’s Word. People live in this valley looking for balance in a world of extremes.  But 
balance is only found is a life aligned with the gospel. People want longevity in their life, their marriage, 
their relationships, and their vocation.  But longevity is found only in the quality and fruits of eternal life 
in Jesus Christ. MVC will bring the gospel to this valley until her residents are restored to God and 
realigned with His Word. 
Imagine you are in an orchestra and you begin to play, but the sound is horrific because all the 
instruments are out of tune. The problem can’t be fixed by tuning to each other. That will only lead to 
false corrections and over-corrections. No, they will need to be tuned to one source of pitch. We often 
try to tune our selves to the sound of everything else in our lives. We want “to be balanced.” But we 
must ask ourselves, “Balanced to what?” “Tuned to what?” The gospel re-tunes us to God and 
continually re-tunes us, until together our lives are a beautiful symphony unto God’s glory. 
2. Assessment: Let me now give you a a Realistic Assessment of our Current Situation with NAMB 
as it Relates to Property and Facilities 
The North American Mission Board of the SBC bought this property several years ago for $2.8 million 
and they want us to have it. MVC moved to this property in April and have until the end of the year to 
negotiate the terms of that acquisition.  Obviously this property isn’t worth that amount of money in this 
economy nor do we have those kinds of financial resources. So there must be some creative negotiations 
about God’s kingdom and our vision in this valley, rather than just money. 

3. Strategy: What We Are Doing To Position Ourselves To Partner With NAMB? 
Collectively as a church, we hired an executive administrator (Stacy Johnson) to create increase the 
quality of our administrative efficiency and effectiveness. 
We have assembled a strategic planning team (elders, Phil Blackley, Mark Bottjer, Stacy Johnson, and 
Bruce Hitchcock (IESBA) to develop a strategic action plan that we can submit to NAMB.  
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What is a strategic action plan? It is an internal document that defines who we are, what we want to do 
in this valley, and how we plan to do it.  It is an enormous document (nearly 100 pages) that is a specific 
and comprehensive view of our vision, core values, administrative structure, ministries, finances, and 
goals for the next five years. 
Individually, your elders have focused on specific responsibilities.  Pastor Larry is overseeing the 
continued health of our discipleship ministries and counseling ministries.  Pastor Jason is focused on 
evangelism, membership, church planting (CCDR, Trellis, Sun City, City on a Hill, San Bernardino), 
bringing CBU and GGBTS here, making this church a both a mission center of church planting, as well 
as, a place that is making true disciples and producing leaders in the Kingdom of God.  Pastor Scott is 
refocusing his worship team each week to lead us in Christ-exalting worship every week.  Pastor Scott 
wants our Sunday worship services to be an environment where people encounter God.  He also sold his 
home and is moving to parsonage on this property.  Scott’s move is further proof of the level of 
commitment your elders have towards acquiring this property. 

What you can do? 
1. Pray. We must increase our intentional efforts to cover all of this in prayer.  I am calling upon 

all families and all small groups to specifically pray for this vision and opportunity. The task 
before us requires a divine work of God – a miracle.   

2. Be Patient With Our Progress. There are many things that we need to be doing to improve this 
property, utilize this property, and strengthen our ministries.  But our first priority is to secure 
this property long-term.  We have a small window of opportunity and the elders have 
sequestered our leaders, including Stacy, to the task of helping us complete this Strategic 
Action Plan.  We ask therefore that you be patient with us if other things seem to be of a lesser 
priority.  Eventually, we will return your phone calls eventually, and set up those meetings, 
and focus on those other needs.  But right now we must finish this one task that effects the 
future of the church.  

3. Passionately Worship. This matters to God!  We must be a place of true worship, a place 
where people encounter God.  If we are not this kind of place, why should God give us 
anything? 

4. Bold evangelists. We must never let buildings and property distract us from our efforts to share 
the gospel with the people of this valley. Continue to invite people to come worship the Lord 
with us.  Let’s continue to fill this place.  In fact, we have been filled to over 80% capacity 
since we moved here, so we elders are already planning to start a second service in 2013.  We 
will need the full cooperation of our congregation to make that happen successfully. 

5. Be faithful givers. NAMB is looking at our financial numbers and attendance numbers in 
worship, Bible Studies, and small groups.  It tells them how committed you are to our vision.  
It reveals the level of “buy in” of the congregation.  We are asking NAMB to cooperate with 
us and make sacrifices so that we can have this property.  They are interested in how 
committed our congregation is to this church.  So every dollar you give and your attendance 
gives them a measurable assessment of whether or not we are actually a church that is serious 
about fulfilling our vision. 


